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Making Modern Jewish Melbourne
Schools, Synagogues, Aged Care Facilities and Community Buildings 1938-1979

The Anglo-Jewish community of Melbourne underwent radical change and massive growth from 
the 1930s with the immigration of those fleeing Hitler’s Europe.  This paper will explore the 
making of modern Jewish Melbourne through an architectural and social history of the many 
institutional buildings constructed in the 1950s, 60s and 70s that gave form to this burgeoning 
community.  Synagogues, schools, community centres, memorials, aged care facilities, a theatre, a 
library, and a burial centre were constructed in these decades.  Beyond these institutions thousands 
of new dwellings were built to house this growing migrant community.  These community 
buildings have architectural significance as the architects of modern Jewish Melbourne were 
mostly Jewish émigrés who brought with them detailed knowledge of the innovations and 
complexities of European modernism.  They had trained and worked in some of the major centres 
of modern architectural thought.  The biographies of some of these architects have been reported, 
yet despite the scale and socio-cultural significance of their collective architectural and social 
achievement, little attention has been paid to modern Jewish Melbourne.  This paper will survey 
Jewish institutional architecture constructed in Melbourne between 1938 and 1979, focusing on 
its purpose, aspirations, architects, and architectural expression.  It will show that there was a 
focus on creating a cohesive Jewish community to ensure the continuation of the Jewish people. 
Finally, the paper demonstrates that this mostly unexplored architectural and social history is of 
significance both within Australian architecture, architecture of the Jewish diaspora, and of post-
war migration generally.

Keywords — Jewish; architecture; community; migration.

IntroductIon

Radical change swept through the small, acculturated Anglo-Jewish community of Melbourne with the immigration of 
those fleeing Hitler’s Europe and its aftermath.  Amid vigorous debate the new arrivals reconceptualized European Jewish 
life in suburban post-war Melbourne.  This paper investigates Melbourne’s Jewish institutional buildings created during 
the period 1938-1979.1 

The revitalized community became a distinctly cohesive and sizeable diaspora cohort. Jewish Melbourne since this 

1 My survey begins once large numbers of those fleeing Hitler arrived in Melbourne and ends as their role in constructing the community 
significantly diminished. 
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lIterature revIeW

The history of the post-war Jewish community in Melbourne has been well documented, notably by historians 
Rubinstein, Rutland and sociologist Medding.  However little attention has been given to the community’s buildings, 
and the way these embodied the aspirations, needs and social organization of the community.  The first to consider these 
are O’Hanlon’s papers A Little Bit of Europe in Australia.  Jews, Immigrants, Flats and Urban Cultural Change in 
Melbourne, c.1935 and 1975 and Dwelling Together, Apart: The Jewish Presence in Melbourne’s First Apartment Boom.  
These papers do not discuss the Jewish community’s institutional buildings.  

The biographies of the Melbourne Jewish émigré architects are now receiving attention, albeit with little consideration 
of the architects’ Jewish identity, an area that warrants further investigation (Reeves, 2014; Hawcroft, 2017; Edquist, 
1993, 2001, 2002; Townsend, 1998; Beynon, Gardiner, de Jong, Lozanovska and Marcello, 2014; and Lozanovska and 
McKnight, 2015).  Moreover there has been little investigation into modern Jewish Melbourne as a whole despite it being 
the émigré architects’ most sizeable collective architectural and social achievement.  The only foray into this territory 
was the National Gallery of Victoria’s 45 Storeys.  A retrospective of works by Melbourne Jewish architects from 1945 
published in 1993.  This exhibition documented the work of thirty-eight Jewish Melbourne-based architects from 1945 
to 1993, and illustrated the breadth of work they carried out for both the Jewish and wider communities.  The catalogue 
included a short essay by Edquist, which positioned this larger body of work amongst that of local architects and other 
better-known gentile émigré architects such as Frederick Romberg and Fritz Janeba.  Edquist places importance on the 
post-war Jewish community buildings in this essay but only devotes a paragraph to them as her focus is directed to the 
larger body of work in the exhibition.  This paper will be the first to examine these community buildings in detail. 

source MaterIal

In preparing lists of the institutional buildings I have drawn on the catalogue of 45 Storeys, the extant community 
facilities in Melbourne, and buildings that I uncovered in interviews.  Several of the institutions in this survey have 
published histories documenting their establishment, and most have a short history prepared for their websites.  These 
materials are supplemented by a series of interviews.4   

the changIng deMographIcs of the MelBourne JeWIsh coMMunIty 

Anglo-Jews had lived in Melbourne since its foundation and were acculturated, affluent and devoted subjects of the 
British Empire.  Many minimized cultural and religious practices that would make them conspicuous to their Christian 
peers (Rubinstein, 1985, pp.129-150).  In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries European migrants fleeing 
pogroms in Russia and Poland began to arrive in Melbourne, though they came in relatively small numbers.  In 1921 the 
Jewish population of Melbourne was 7,600 people.  This grew to approximately 30,000 by 1961(Lipmann, 1973, p.14) 
due to large numbers fleeing Hitler’s rise to power and the devastation that followed.  

The European Jewish arrivals embraced yiddishkeit, the pursuit of the Jewish way of life, customs and practices in an 
openly European manner.  The Anglo-Jewry and the new arrivals held opposing positions on many major issues facing 
the community including: the formation of the state of Israel, the degree of religious observance, and schooling.  As the 
European Jews grew to substantial numbers in the 1940s they increasingly held prominent leadership positions within the 
community and this is reflected in the changing nature of the community facilities constructed.

4 My sincere thanks to Ben Alexander, David Pincus, Rachel Kaplan, Michael Taft, Gerry Hamer, Yossi Aron and David Marlow for 
generously assisting my understanding of the Melbourne Jewish community and its architecture. 

time has had one of the lowest intermarriage rates outside Israel (World Jewish Congress Communities).2  Much of the 
new construction was to meet immediate demand due to the significant population growth.  Even so, programmatically 
many of the buildings had a focus on community, and at times an explicit concern with creating a strong cohesive Jewish 
community to ensure the continuation of the Jewish people.  Émigré architects who had first-hand and detailed knowledge 
of the innovations and complexities of European modernism designed the community’s most significant buildings, and the 
modern architectural style of these new buildings was a central element of this post-Holocaust community. 

I begin the paper with a literature review and detail the source material for this paper.  Then I outline Jewish Melbourne’s 
demographic, geographic and economic changes.   Next I consider the motivations behind the community’s constructions 
and explore how these aspirations took shape in the buildings.  I suggest that this mostly unexplored architectural history 
is of significance for broadening the expression of modernism in Australia.  Modern Jewish Melbourne is an important 
chapter in the history of multicultural Australia.  In considering this overlooked connection between community, 
architecture and migration this paper offers an additional perspective on Australian post-war history.3  

2 In 2011 82.3% of married Jewish individuals in Victoria were married to another Jewish person (Graham, 2014, p. 22).

3 I would like to thank Philip Goad for his encouragement to pursue this research, and David Nichols and Erica Cervini for their generous 
and constructive comments while I drafted the paper.

Figure 1.  Beth Weizmann Jewish Community Centre (demolished) Melbourne by Theodore Berman, 1967.  Photographer Wolfgang Sievers, 1967, 
Pictures Collection, State Library of Victoria.
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clear intent of forming a perpetuating Jewish community.   Many of the European arrivals believed that it was the duty 
of the Jews who had survived Hitler to not let assimilation bring about the disappearance of Jewish life.  Foremost in the 
archival records of many of the new institutions was that they were being built for the children, to ensure the continuation 
of the Jewish people (Kew looks to the future, Australian Jewish News, 1965, p.17; Aron, 2008; Patkin, 1972, pp.39-44; 
Rubinstein, 1985).  Furthermore as I shall show in my discussion of the schools and synagogues, there were clear attempts 
to foster a strong Jewish community by providing a wide variety of community facilities (Aron, 2008, p.57).   The vision 
was, in most cases, of community that was integrated but not assimilated into the local culture, of European Jewish 
life reformulated for suburban Melbourne.  In marked contrast to Christian groups, the Jewish community generating 
endeavours were focused on halting assimilation rather than proselytizing for new converts.

A key moment in the development of Modern Jewish Melbourne was the establishment in 1938 of the Victorian Jewish 
Advisory Board (VJAB), from 1947 known as the Victorian Jewish Board of Deputies (VJBD) and now Jewish Community 
Council of Victoria (JCCV) (Rubinstein, 1985, pp. 167-168).  From 1921 to 1938 the community was represented by the 
Melbourne Jewish Advisory Board (MJAB), a group solely comprising Anglo-Jewish representatives from the three 
main congregations (Rubinstein, 1985, p.167).  As the numbers of European Jews fleeing Europe increased, secular 
organisations and the newer migrant congregations wanted full participation in the community’s peak body (Patkin, 
1972, p.11; Rubinstein, 1985, p.167).  Ultimately the VJBD comprised representatives from nearly all the significant 
Jewish community groups in Victoria and represented the heterogeneity of the community.  The VJAB was an opt in 
organization, it did not fund or have oversight of community groups which allowed the groups significant autonomy.  
The VJAB redefined the way the Jewish community was represented and the activities it undertook by including secular 
organisations.  The VJBD became involved in projects, such as the formation of Mount Scopus War Memorial College, 
that were explicitly concerned with developing a strong and continuing Jewish community (Patkin, 1972, pp.39-44).  Not 
every Jewish Melbournian shared the VJAB’s aims, and within the decentralized model many organisations went their 
own way or built purely to meet an immediate need and.  Yet its existence as the preeminent representative Jewish body 
shows that it had the majority of the community’s support.

There was significant and robust debate within and amongst community groups and at the VJAB on the best ways 
of nurturing the continuation of Jewish community: whether it was more important to build day schools or hospitals?  
Kindergartens or schools, perhaps community meeting rooms?  Which type of congregation served the ongoing needs 
of the community best? 6 The diversity and scale of the buildings in modern Jewish Melbourne indicates the thought and 
commitment that was brought to its construction.  

the archItects of Modern JeWIsh MelBourne

European modernism is the key characteristic of the buildings in this survey: all were designed in the modern idiom.  
Half of the architects of modern Jewish Melbourne received their architectural education in continental Europe, and these 
émigré architects designed the most significant buildings in this survey.  These architects were all avowed modernists, 
imbued with the new idiom while at university in the style’s infancy.  Many had worked and studied with important figures 
in modern architecture including Clemens Holzmeister, Le Corbusier, Hans Poelzig, Oscar Strnad and Siegfried Thiess.  
Of the other architects, two trained in England, six in Australia and one of whose education I am unsure.  The younger 
local Jewish architects work is at the later end of this survey and does not show marked European influence.  While Ernest 
Fooks and Anatol Kagan were considered the preeminent architects of modern Jewish Melbourne, Kurt Popper was 
responsible for the largest number of commissions in this survey.

6 The debate was paralleled and no doubt informed by similar discussion occurring elsewhere in the diaspora; in particular in the United 
States and the significant post-war synagogue and community building occurring there.

The European Jewish arrivals were a strikingly heterogeneous group.  They were from a large number of countries, had 
a diversity of wartime experiences, and a broad range of religious and political views were represented.  The Melbourne 
Jewish community had, and still has, the highest proportion of Holocaust survivors outside of Israel and this has clearly 
influenced the community’s outlook (Lipmann, 1973, p.17). 

changIng settleMent patterns In JeWIsh MelBourne 

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the population was centered around the three main synagogues: Melbourne 
(which moved to Toorak in 1930), East Melbourne, and St Kilda.  In the early twentieth century Carlton became home 
to many of the Eastern Europeans who fled the pogroms.  Its Jewish population swelled with the increase of Polish and 
Russian Jews seeking refuge following the United States’ 1924 immigration restrictions.  Later many of the Germans, 
Austrians and Czechoslovakians fleeing Hitler settled in St Kilda.  As time passed Carlton’s Jewish population decreased 
whereas St Kilda’s grew and spread to the adjoining suburbs East St Kilda, Balaclava, Elwood, Caulfield, Elsternwick, 
Brighton, Bentleigh and Moorabin.  Although there are smaller Jewish populations around the modern synagogues in Kew, 
East Kew, and Doncaster it is a distinct feature of Jewish Melbourne that the majority of the population is concentrated in 
the inner southern suburbs, and the community’s buildings are similarly distributed.

Australia was an economically prosperous country in the post-war years with high employment levels, improved wages, 
the development of new markets, and economic growth.  The European Jews shared in this prosperity.  Modern Jewish 
Melbourne was constructed amongst wider changes occurring in Melbourne which included: a building boom, marked 
suburban growth, the abandonment of the inner city to more recent migrants, and the construction of civic buildings 
for the middle class (Lewi, Nichols, Goad, Willis and Darian-Smith, 2010, p. 8).  Within these circumstances Jewish 
Melbourne became one of the most cohesive communities in the Jewish diaspora.  

Modern JeWIsh MelBourne 

The scale and extent of the built form of Jewish Modern Melbourne is remarkable: between 1950 and 1979 twelve 
sizeable new synagogues, 6 large wings to the Montefiore Homes and Emmy Monash aged care facilities, at least four 
accommodation units for ambulant elderly people, six schools, many kindergartens, a burial centre, a theatre and library, 
war memorials, two community centres and a gymnasium centre were constructed.  The scale and extent of this built form is 
remarkable, especially when compared to other migrant groups of the time that largely used existing infrastructure.5   Beyond 
these institutions large numbers of Jewish community facilities were housed in repurposed existing dwellings and offices.  
Adaptive reuse of an existing building, usually a dwelling, was a flexible and economical option for community groups.  
The majority of the construction of the institutional buildings was funded by philanthropy from within the Melbourne 
Jewish community.  This was supplemented by reparation funds from Germany, direct capital grants from the federal 
government for aged care facilities, and tax concessions for constructions considered war memorials (Aron, 2008, p.54). 

the estaBlIshMent of the vIctorIan JeWIsh Board of deputIes and the MotIvatIons for 
the constructIon of Modern JeWIsh MelBourne

The proliferation of community buildings could be viewed as simply meeting the needs of the burgeoning community.  
However this would overlook the significant focus on community allied with many of the buildings, and the, at times, 

5 Britons, New Zealanders, Italians, Greeks and migrants from the Balkans significantly outnumbered Jewish migrants to Melbourne. 
However, with the exception of a few social clubs they did not build large numbers of community structures.  More typically they were absorbed into 
or repurposed existing secular and Christian fabric of the city.
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educatIonal facIlItIes

Building Architect(s) and construction date
Mount Scopus War Memorial College, Burwood7

Campuses are later built at Kew, Caulfield and East St Kilda.  Ernest Fooks and Anatol Kagan 1953/54 and onwards.

Leo Frances Kindergarten, Elwood Kurt Popper 1956 and 1963 

Moriah College, Elwood Kurt Popper 1956 and 1963

Yeshivah College, East St Kilda Kurt Popper c1963 and onwards

Adass Israel School, Elsternwick Possibly Ernest Fooks 1956 onwards

Beth-Rivkah Ladies College, East St Kilda Kurt Popper c1960

Liebler-Yavneh College, Caulfield North Kurt Popper 1962

IL Peretz Sunday school and kindergarten, Carlton Possibly Ernest Fooks 1956

IL Peretz Sunday school and kindergarten (new site and building) Bulleen Harold Bloom 1972

7The European Jews wanted to establish a Jewish day school to fully impart religious and cultural knowledge to their 
children, and there was a widespread belief that the most effective way of forming strong Jewish communities was day 
schooling.8 The only Jewish education in Melbourne at this time was in part-time classes run by the various congregations.  
The Anglo-Jews were opposed to Jewish day schools; largely as they feared that the elite Christian schools that they 
had historically attended would then severely restrict, or terminate access to Jewish pupils (Rubinstein, 1985, p.205).  
Furthermore, many in the Jewish community and in the VJAB supported the foundation of a Jewish Hospital feeling 
this a more worthy major community project.  For a time the European Jews focused on founding kindergartens.  It was 
only in 1945 when the balance of influence within the Melbourne community had entirely shifted that positive plans for 
a Jewish day school began. 

Mount Scopus War Memorial College (MSWMC) opened a primary school in 1949 close to the Melbourne Hebrew 
Congregation in a mansion remodeled by Plottel (Patkin, 1972, p.148).  It was established with a remit to provide both 
Jewish education and to facilitate a strong Jewish community and ongoing Jewish future (Patkin, 1972).  The school was 
a resounding success and in 1951 ten acres in Burwood East were purchased, near the campus of Presbyterian Ladies 
College, in which to construct a large suburban campus.  

Fooks and Kagan prepared the master plan for the school in 1951.  It was “envisaged as a contemporary re-interpretation 
of the traditional British public school typology”.  When the first stages were built in 1954 MSWMC was described by 
the Argus newspaper as “one of the most up-to-date schools in the Southern Hemisphere” (Reeves, 2014, pp.75-76). Over 
the coming years the main campus was extended and divisional campuses of MSWMC were located in Kew, Caulfield, 
Elwood and East St Kilda.  Stylistically MSWMC captured the design approaches of both architects: the refined modernist 
flat-roofed forms of Fooks in the senior school and the “gentler cruciform –planned and skillion- roofed stepping volumes 
of Kagan’s junior school” (Reeves, 2014, p. 78). 

Reflecting the success of MSWMC several other schools were established soon after its formation.  The first to be 
constructed were by the more religiously observant congregations.  Melbourne is notable within the diaspora for having 
such a number and variety of day schools.  Similarly to MSWMC they were all intended to provide both Jewish education 

7 I have chosen not to give specific street addresses of the buildings listed in this paper.  Many of these buildings bear the scars of anti-
Semitic attacks.  I do not want to facilitate anything of this sort by preparing an index of Jewish buildings in Melbourne.

8 These moves were paralleled in the USA, and in both countries were pursued with vigor.

Table 2.  Educational facilities of Modern Jewish Melbourne

Architect Place of birth Education 

Ben Alexander Melbourne Technical College

Mordecai Benshemesh Palestine
Diploma (Golden Seal) I.C.S. Architecture
Diploma B.I.E.T. London
3 years study “Montifiori Polytechnic School” 1930-1933

Theodore Berman Germany Melbourne

Harold Bloom Unsure Unsure 

Kurt Elsner Poland
Diploma of Engineering, Faculty of Architecture, Danzig  
University.

Harry Ernest Unsure University of Melbourne

Ernest Fooks Bratislava Technische Hochschule, Vienna

Anthony Hayden Warsaw Manchester Municipal School of Art

Harry Hershberg Berlin
Technische Hochschule, Berlin

Anatol Kagan St Petersburg, Russia
Diploma of Architecture Technische Hochschule Berlin

David Pincus Berlin Bachelor of Architecture, University of Melbourne

Kurt Popper Vienna Kunstgewerbeschule Vienna

Robert Rosh (Reichenbaum)
Moravska Ostrava,  
Czechoslovakia Engineer possibly educated in Poland

Herbert Tisher
Technische Hochschule, Stuttgart. Art Academy Milan and  
Melbourne Technical College

Abe Weinstock
Melbourne or Palestine (or 
en route)

Architecture Atelier, The University of Melbourne

When commissioning a designer, community groups had a natural preference for Jewish architects.  By 1950 Joseph 
Plottel had largely retired and Nahum Barnet was dead, so there was no one from the earlier generation of local Jewish 
architects available.  Thus it is unsurprising that the Jewish institutional buildings were built in the modern style given the 
modernist credentials of the available Jewish architects.  However, it should not be overlooked that the European Jews 
were a sophisticated client group, many of whom had been patrons of modern art and architecture in Europe.  Importantly 
modern architecture in the 1950s and 1960s signified optimism for the future, and was well suited to rebuilding new 
lives away from the horrors of old Europe.  Furthermore, modern architecture was efficient, economic, flexible and quick 
to build.  In contrast to local gentile architects the émigré architects, drew less on the influence of International style 
modernism, privileging the more complex early modernism of their hometowns and later works by American Jewish 
architects.  Their work can be seen as similar, or integrated, but not identical or assimilated, within architectural expression 
in Melbourne at the time. 

Table 1.  The Architects of Modern Jewish Melbourne
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Caulfield Hebrew Congregation, Caulfield Anthony Hayden c1959

Kew Jewish Centre (also known as Bet Nachman now Kew Hebrew Congregation), Kew Anthony Hayden 1962

Moorabin Hebrew Congregation and Hebrew School (now L’Chaim Chabad), Moorabin Robert Rosh 1962

Adass Israel, Ripponlea Ernest Fooks 1962-66

Southern Liberal Congregation (now Etz Chayim), Bentleigh David Pincus 1965

South Caulfield Hebrew Congregation, South Caulfield Kurt Popper 1963 

Leo Baeck Centre, East Kew David Pincus 1971

North Eastern Jewish War Memorial Centre (also known as Yeshurun), Doncaster Ben Alexander 1972-Stage 1 and  1977-Stage 2

Mizrachi Centre, Caulfield North Kurt Popper 1973
Chevra Kadisha 
Not a synagogue – a Jewish mortuary and funeral service, St Kilda Ernest Fooks 1979

Table 3.  Synagogues of Modern Jewish Melbourne

The earlier Anglo-Jewish synagogues were principally sanctuaries for worship.  In contrast the new synagogues were 
also intended to function as community centres that would be the central hubs from which all Jewish social and cultural 
life would revolve.  The precedents for this were from Eastern Europe and the United States.   Eastern Europe had a long 
tradition of synagogues with multiple attached functions, and in the USA there had been much debate and theorizing as to 
the best way to build strong Jewish communities, eventually settling on a firm commitment to constructing synagogues as 
community centres and Jewish day schools (Sussman, 1985).  This vision of synagogues saw the production of community 
as important and was shaped by the goal of building a strong continuing post-Holocaust community (Gruber, 2012, p.16).   

To this end the new synagogues were reconceptualized for suburban Melbourne: all were freestanding buildings that 
incorporated community facilities of interest to the congregants.  Each had classrooms for religious education and social 
halls; and most had kindergartens and kitchens.  The Elwood Talmud Torah, the Kew Jewish Centre, South Caulfield 
Hebrew Congregation and the Mizrachi Centre built schools alongside them, and the Yeshiva Centre synagogue was 
built in front of their school.  The North Eastern Jewish Centre included a café, squash and tennis courts, and an indoor 
basketball court.  

Another distinctive feature of many of the modern synagogues are their expandable sanctuaries.  The expandable 
sanctuaries were built to accommodate congregation numbers that would swell on High Holy Days and special events.  
The idea originated in the USA and was popularized by Eric Mendelsohn (Sussman, 1985, pp.40-41).  This design 
comprises a sanctuary and social hall built on the same level with movable partitions separating the spaces that can be 
opened to expand seating when required.  Other programmatic variances to the older synagogues included the alternate 
internal layout of the liberal congregations9, and in the orthodox synagogues expanded women’s galleries.  All the liberal 
synagogues provided on-site car parking as did the North Eastern Jewish Centre, acknowledging the suburban reality of 
most of the congregant’s lives.   

The modern design of the new synagogues broke aesthetically with the historical styles of the older Melbourne 
synagogues.  The simplicity of Harry Hershberg, Herbert Tisher, Robert Rosh and Popper’s works were the lean 
functionalist, unpretentious modernism prevalent at the time.  However these buildings also had echoes of earlier 
synagogues, such as those by Fritz Landauer in the Neue Sachlichkeit style10 and Louis Kahn’s first commission Ahavath 

9 In an orthodox synagogue seating surrounds a central bimah, with aron kodesh (holy ark) on a facing wall of the sanctuary.  Women sit 
separately often in an upper gallery.  In a liberal synagogue the bimah is directly in front of the aron kodesh and male and female congregants sit 
together. 

10 For example Landauer’s synagogue in Plauen, Germany 1930 and his later British synagogues including Willesden Green United 
Synagogue 1936-8 and North Western Reform Synagogue in Alyth Garden Golders Green of 1935-6. 

and help form a strong Jewish community.  It is widely believed that a key factor in the Melbourne Jewish community’s 
remarkable cohesion is its school system (Goldlust, 1970, pp.49-59; Solomon, 1970, pp.8-20; Rubinstein, 1985, pp. 202-
203; Lubin, 1983, pp.37-42; Rutland, 2000, p 78.). 

synagogues

The surge in synagogue building in the 1950s and 1960s was clearly to meet the needs of the growing Jewish population.  
However it is notable that most have significant additional community functions.  Synagogue building continued into the 
1980s and onwards, but by this time the expression and functional requirements had changed markedly and is outside the 
scope of this survey.  Typically new congregations first gathered in dwellings: any enclosed space can be a place of worship 
in Judaism.  The sole requirement is that there is a minyan formed, a quorum of ten adult males.  If a congregation became 
sizeable they would purchase a house in which to congregate, and seek planning permits for the required rezoning.  Only 
when a congregation had the local population and funds to support a purpose-designed synagogue would construction 
begin.  

Figure 2.  Elwood Talmud Torah, Elwood, 1973, Kurt Popper.  Photographer Catherine Townsend 2018. 

Building Architect(s)

Brighton Hebrew Congregation, Brighton Herbert Tisher 1950

Brighton Hebrew Congregation, Brighton Abe Weinstock 1965-66

Temple Beth Israel War Memorial Sanctuary, St Kilda Harry Hershberg 1955-58

Elwood Talmud Torah, Elwood Kurt Popper 1957, extended in the 1960s and 
significantly remodeled by Popper in 1973.
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secular coMMunIty facIlItIes

Facility Sponsor Architect/year

Kadimah Jewish Cultural Centre and National Library, 
Elsternwick

Kadimah Jewish Cultural Centre and National 
Library

Robert Rosh 1968

Judean League of Victoria Sport and Recreation (sold and 
now a Fitness First Gymnasium) St Kilda

Judean League Harry Ernest 1963

Beth Weizmann Jewish Community Centre (demolished), 
Melbourne

Harry Ernest 1968

B’nai B’rith Community Facility, East St Kilda B’nai B’rith Victorian Chapter Ernest Fooks

Table 5.  Secular community facilities of Modern Jewish Melbourne

Figure 3.  B’nai B’rith Community Facility, East St Kilda, Ernest Fooks.  Photographer Wolfgang Sievers, 1960, Pictures Collection, State Library of 
Victoria.

The Kadimah Jewish Cultural Centre and National Library, the B’nai B’rith Community Facility, the Beth Weizmann 
Centre and the Judean League of Victoria Gymnasium, Sport and Recreation facility were purely secular centres in 
modern Jewish Melbourne.  The Yiddish institution the Kadimah, moved from Carlton to Elsternwick to a lean modern 
designed theatre with a library designed by Rosh in 1968.  Duldig worked with Rosh and prepared site-specific artworks 

Israel Philadelphia 1935-37, that were little known in Australia.  Popper’s remodeling of the Elwood Talmud Torah 
evokes the brick monumentality of Louis Kahn’s later work 1969; and Fooks’s synagogue for Adass Israel is a more 
complex brick composition with intricate detailing somewhat reminiscent of prolific North American synagogue designer 
Percival Goodman’s work. The modern synagogues broadened the expression of modernist architecture in Melbourne via 
their architects’ incorporation of lesser-known regional and Jewish sources of modern architecture.

There was a countercurrent to this abstract modernism in the works of Anthony Hayden and Abraham Weinstock 
who relied on modernized historical forms and abstracted Jewish motifs to imbue their synagogues with meaning.  The 
majority of the modern synagogues, however, conveyed spirituality through the addition of site-specific artworks and 
Jewish liturgical objects.  An example of this is the Elwood Talmud Torah that commissioned sculpture from prominent 
Jewish émigré artist Karl Duldig, and stained glass windows by local Jewish artist Adela Shaw.  There are numerous 
examples of site-specific art amongst the Jewish community buildings; two further notable examples will be discussed in 
the section on secular community buildings.  

aged care 

Despite much discussion a Jewish Hospital for Melbourne has not eventuated, yet there was large-scale expansion of 
aged care facilities for the Jewish community during my survey period. There were five wings added to the Melbourne 
Jewish Philanthropic Society’s 19th century almshouses in St Kilda Rd Melbourne (now known as Montefiore Homes), 
and an additional wing was built at The Mutual Help (now Emmy Monash Care).  Four independent living units were 
constructed.  These were in part funded by the Australian Government’s subsidies arising from the Aged Persons’ Homes 
Act 1954 (McNelis, 2004, i).  This had been enacted in response to acute shortages of aged care in Australia and enabled 
churches, charitable bodies and institutions to receive subsidies to construct independent housing for older persons.

Facility Sponsor Architect/year
Baron Marks Wing
(now demolished), Montefiore Homes,  Mel-
bourne

Melbourne Jewish Welfare Philanthropic 
Society Not known 1949

S.J. Slutzkin Wing
(32 beds) Montefiore Homes, Melbourne

Melbourne Jewish Welfare Philanthropic 
Society Kurt Elsner 1956

Jacob Danglow Wing
(75 bed) Montefiore Homes, Melbourne

Melbourne Jewish Welfare Philanthropic 
Society Mordecai Benshemesh 1962

George Krauss Memorial Wing 
(70 room) Montefiore Homes, Melbourne

Melbourne Jewish Welfare Philanthropic 
Society Theodore Berman 1968

Gandel-Besen Wing
(104 room) Montefiore Homes, Melbourne

Melbourne Jewish Welfare Philanthropic 
Society Theodore Berman 1973

Emmy Monash Home – Second Wing The Mutual Help (now Emmy Monash Aged 
Care) Kurt Popper 1972

Parents Home B’nai B’rith  (affordable inde-
pendent living for older Jewish people) B’nai B’rith Victorian Chapter Kurt Popper

Accommodation units for ambulant elderly 
people(now demolished), St Kilda Australian Jewish Welfare and Relief Society David Pincus c1962 to 1971

Accommodation units for ambulant elderly 
people(now demolished), St Kilda Australian Jewish Welfare and Relief Society David Pincus c1962 to 1971

Accommodation units for ambulant elderly 
people, East St Kilda Australian Jewish Welfare and Relief Society David Pincus c1962 to 1971

Table 4.  Aged Care Facilities of Modern Jewish Melbourne
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All of these secular organisations continue, but all except the Kadimah have relocated to repurposed buildings.  
Aging buildings, dramatically increasing land values, and land tax have all played a part in their sale.  The former Beth 
Weizmann Centre is now demolished and the former B’nai B’rith Community Hall faces an uncertain future. In contrast 
to the secular buildings, all the modern synagogues continue.  They were propitiously bolstered by further Jewish 
immigration from South Africa and Russia in the 1980s and 1990s.  However they all face ongoing challenges in an 
increasingly secular age.  

conclusIon 

Not every Jewish individual and community group was dedicated to the construction of a post-Holocaust community.  
Yet many of the community buildings of Modern Jewish Melbourne were programmatically dedicated to the 
construction of a strong cohesive Jewish community to ensure the continuation of the Jewish people.  The various 
debates, decentralized approach of the VJAB and ensuing diversity of community buildings led to the full variety 
of Jewish experience and life being given expression in Melbourne.  It is the breadth of Jewish life that inhabits 
these community buildings that were reconceptualised for post-war suburban Australia, in tandem with the sizeable 
and diverse day schooling system that is widely credited with determining the success and continuing scale of the 
community. The architects of modern Jewish Melbourne broadened the expression of modern architecture in Melbourne 
with lesser-known regional and Jewish sources influences and as such are significant within both Australian architecture 
and architecture of the diaspora.  These buildings are an important moment in the construction of Melbourne as a 
multicultural city and their documentation provides an additional perspective on migration and post-war history.  
Ultimately these institutional buildings commemorate the resilience of the Jewish diaspora and testify to their capacity 
to build a new life and Jewish future in the new world. 
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